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A Healthy 
Bottom Line
To support, to nourish, to grow.

This is the essence of what you do— 
and when your customers thrive, 
so does your business.

Vitamix® understands the unique 
challenges you face, and we’re ready 
to help you solve them. From dietary 
requirements to staff training 
to healthy recipes that taste great, 
Vitamix Commercial can be a 
powerful partner in your success.

We Make Your Job Easier
From labor costs to dietary requirements to food waste, the non-commercial foodservice industry faces 
unique challenges every day. Vitamix understands these pain points, and can provide tailored solutions 
to help you solve them.

Our powerful blending equipment offers intuitive controls for less time spent training, and faster blends 
for improved speed of service and happy customers.

No matter what non-commercial foodservice segment you’re a part of, Vitamix Commercial blending 
equipment can be a powerful partner in your success.
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Why Vitamix?
For almost a century, Vitamix has been a trusted name in whole-food blending. We are the brand 
trusted by chefs, because they know our equipment will work for them day after day, blend 
after blend, with speed, precision, and quality results.

DISCOVER THE POWER
Blending healthy, whole-food ingredients 
to meet specific dietary needs requires 
brute strength and quality engineering. 
We’ve got both.

Powerful Motor
While other manufacturers are bragging about the 
horsepower they give you with an empty container, 
we test our machines to deliver consistent 
performance under heavy load.

Work Smarter
The focused power of our comprehensive blending 
system means every part of the Vitamix machine 
works together, creating faster, smoother blends 
packed with flavor.

BUILT TO LAST
Vitamix Commercial machines excel 
at repeated, heavy usage.

Metal Drive System
Our metal drive system creates a solid connection 
between the container and the motor base, while 
double bearings provide longer life.

Quality Parts
With powerful motors and hardened stainless steel 
blades, Vitamix machines are built to stand up to 
the most demanding professional environments.

PRECISION VERSATILITY
Vitamix Commercial machines perform 
at least 12 different culinary techniques, 
so you’re able to create a variety of dishes 
and textures, all in a single machine.

On The Fly
Variable Speed Control gives you the flexibility 
to accommodate special requests and experiment 
with menu items without wondering if your 
equipment can handle it.

Consistent Quality
Program settings deliver results you can rely on 
for every blend, at every location.

EASY TO USE
We’ve designed our machines to deliver 
quality blends in less time, with intuitive 
controls that make training new hires easy.

Lower Training Costs
Our equipment is intuitive, so everyone on your 
staff will be a seasoned pro in no time.

Efficient Blends
Each Vitamix container is designed to efficiently 
move ingredients into the blades, for faster speed 
of service and higher quality blends.



Every Dish Makes a Difference
Vitamix® Commercial offers a comprehensive product line to meet the needs of your operation— 
from snack bars to dining services to wellness education programs.

At Vitamix, we understand the art, and the business, of feeding the masses.

Want to learn more? Visit us at vitamix.com/noncommercial
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